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Charge by Induction
We learned yesterday that the presence of a large charge nearby might induce
electrons to redistribute themselves within an object in a way that isn't simpel
"spreading out." Electrons might cluster on the side of their object that faces toward an enticingly large
positive charge, or flee in terror from a threatening negatively charged object, and in either case they
abandon their protons as they go. This splitting up of the charge in an object, making one side positive and
one negative as a result of the proximity of another charged object, is called polarization.

Once an object has been polarized, it is possible to then separate the negative part of the object from the
positive, so that both parts are now permanently charged and will remain so even if the charged object that
originally did the unbalancing is removed. This is called charging by induction. You can think of it as
charging by "fooling" electrons. Observe the plight of our poor Swedish electrons, who have abandoned
their protons to be enjoyed by the pirates, and by doing this have only succeeded in isolating themselves on
a smaller boat than can happily support them:

Notice also that charge by induction usually happens without any actual contact with the charged object that
causes it. That object is merely there to move electrons around by its presence, not to transfer electrons.

. 1 In the lab today, when I charged one pie pan by induction using the electric field of the other, do you
think the charge of the second pie pan was more, less, or the same as that of the pan it was charged
from?

. 2 In the lab we did today, would you be able to charge more than one pie pan, by induction, from the
same balloon or pie pan? If so, would there be any limit on how many times you could do this?



a) A hard plastic ball is charged by being
rubbed with wool.

   b) The ball is brought close to two metal plates, which
are connected by a metal wire.

c) The wire is removed (The ball is kept
there the whole time).

   d) The ball is placed between the two plates.

. 3 a) The screen of a television that has been turned on for a while becomes
positively charged. I have a steel can tied to a string made of cotton, an
insulator. I hang the can in front of the screen. Draw the charge distribution on
the can.

b) I touch the right side of the can, and I feel a spark. Explain. What type of
particles are moving? Where do they start from, and where do they jump to?
Why do they do this?

c) I move the can away from the screen, and bring one of the aluminum balls from yesterday's lab
close to it. The ball is pulled in toward the can, but if I let it touch the can, it suddenly changes its
mind and runs in the opposite direction. Why was it attracted, and why is it now repelled?

. 4 Follow through the procedure described below, and at each step fill in the charge distribution on each
object.

e) Which way will the ball be pushed? Do you think it is possible to hold the ball up in the air just
with electrostatic forces?


